
Tween Social Networking Website Media Analysis 
 
Beginning with the launch of Neopets in 1999 coverage of social networking websites for tweens 
has changed significantly. While earlier sites for kids received little media attention initially, 
increased competitors and children’s growing fascination with online entertainment have led to 
varied and widespread coverage of social networking product launches.  
 
Coverage Trends: 

• Older websites and products, such as Neopets and Webkinz, received virtually no 
coverage at initial launch. Of recent online fixtures, those associated with major kid-
focused companies (i.e. Nickelodeon, Disney and Mattel’s Barbie) received the most 
coverage at launch. 

• In recent years, coverage has expanded from just parenting and toy publications to news 
wires, major newspapers, broadcast and technology publications. 

• Most coverage surrounds the phenomenal popularity of these social networks, the unique 
attributes of the sites, safety and parental control features and the business model used 
by each individual hosting company.  

• All coverage discusses the rapidly expanding population of 8-12 year old internet users, 
focusing on various tween trends related to online gaming, chatting and interactivity. 
Much of the coverage also includes parent’s stance on internet use for children.   

 
Summary: 
In 1999, the launch of Neopets, an online community where children adopt and care for virtual 
pets, went virtually unnoticed by the media. The launch of Ganz’s wildly popular Webkinz in 2005 
received just as little coverage. By comparison, the 2007 launches of Disney’s Disney Xtreme 
Digital and Nickelodeon’s Nicktropolis, social networking sites in which tweens build avatars and 
individual spaces to play games, chat and keep on top of the newest shows and music,  were 
both widely covered by news wires and major media. 
 
Although Neopets and Webkinz were very early players in the tween social networking market, 
the Disney and Nickelodeon launches received more initial attention as an indication of the shift 
major corporations are making towards online interactivity for kids.  
 
As major online competitors grow, coverage begins to expand to the discussion of business 
practices and the new market of children’s technology. Mattel’s BarbieGirl.com, an online social 
network for tween girls associated with a Barbie-shaped MP3 player, received attention from Dow 
Jones Newswires and Reuters as a melding of Barbie’s 49-year-old traditional product with a new 
web-savvy generation of toys while relating the release to the recent sales decline of Mattel’ 
Barbie line. 
 
Webkinz, however, is now the most popularly covered tween site by far. Webkinz coverage 
revolves around the doll’s revitalization of the plush toy market and tween’s obsession with 
collecting the toys, both in-stores and online. Depicted as a cross-gender, and sometimes cross-
generational, innovation on play, Webkinz has been covered by CBS News, Associated Press, 
The New York Times and regional publication’s all across the U.S.  
 
Coverage of Webkinz mostly involves the cultic popularity of the interactive site among kids and 
parents, focusing on features that make the site so captivating. By contrast, coverage of other 
major competitor’s focuses on the shift to virtual marketing to children.  
 
Negative coverage of social networking sites for kids is virtually nonexistent, however, a number 
of sites have been launched with no notice at all. Almost all of the coverage of major sites has 
included opinions of children and parents regarding the fun, safety and popularity of the sites, but 
the most widely covered topic is the modernization of playtime for tech-ready kids.  
 
 


